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We set up the Functional Renormalisation Group formalism for Tensorial Group Field Theory in
full generality. We then apply it to a rank-3 model over U(1)3, endowed with a kinetic term linear
in the momenta and with nonlocal interactions. The system of FRG equations turns out to be
non-autonomous in the RG flow parameter. This feature is explained by the existence of a hidden
scale, the radius of the group manifold. We investigate in detail the opposite regimes of large cut-off
(UV) and small cut-off (IR) of the FRG equations, where the system becomes autonomous, and we
find, in both case, Gaussian and non-Gaussian fixed points. We derive and interpret the critical
exponents and flow diagrams associated with these fixed points, and discuss how the UV and IR
regimes are matched. Finally, we discuss the evidence for a phase transition from a symmetric phase
to a broken or condensed phase, from an RG perspective, finding that this seems to exist only in
the approximate regime of very large radius of the group manifold, as to be expected for systems
on compact manifolds.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Group field theories [1] (GFTs) are a new class of quantum field theories, defined on group manifolds and char-
acterised by a specific form of non-locality in their interactions, giving their Feynman diagrams the combinatorial
structure of cellular complexes, rather than graphs. It has found traction, beyond its intrinsic mathematical interest,
in recent developments in quantum gravity research. Technically, they are quantum field theories on group manifolds
characterised by interaction terms involving combinatorially non-trivial patterns of convolutions of field arguments,
in turn giving the Feynman diagrams of the theory the structure of cellular complexes rather than simple graphs.
Historically, this type of models arose from the attempts to generalise matrix models of 2d quantum gravity [2]
to higher dimensions, in the form of tensor models [3]. Soon afterwards [4], the structure of tensor models was
enriched with group-theoretic data in order to obtain models whose Feynman amplitude matched state sum models
of topological field theories. This gave the first examples of group field theories as currently understood. It also
established a solid link [5] with loop quantum gravity [6] (LQG), in that the additional data implied a close relation
between the quantum states of group field theories and those found in the canonical approach. This link became the
focus of later research, when it was understood [7] that group field theories provide a complete definition of spin foam
models [8], being developed as a covariant version of loop quantum gravity. Finally, the relation between group field
theories and discrete gravity, already evident in their origin in tensor models, becomes even more strict thanks to
results showing the appearance of the Regge action in semiclassical analyses of spin foam amplitudes (for the many
results in this direction, see for example, [9] and references therein), and, more recently, the general possibility to
recast group field theory amplitudes as (non-commutative) simplicial gravity path integrals [10], which also clarify
the appearance of the Regge action from a different angle. Group field theories sit then at the crossroad of several
approaches to quantum gravity, as a 2nd quantised framework for loop quantum gravity degrees of freedom [11] as
well as an enrichment of tensor models.
Tensor models represent not only the historical origin of group field theories, but also their mathematical backbone.
In fact, they have witnessed a powerful resurgence in recent years [12], which has directly benefitted GFTs as well.
New tools for analysing the combinatorics of GFT/tensor Feynman diagrams have been developed [13], leading to
several key results on their large-N expansion [14], double scaling limits [15], critical behaviour [16] and universality
[17]. For a recent review, see [18]. Several of these results have been extended to full-fledged group field theories as well
[19, 20]. In particular, developments in tensor models suggest a definition of the GFT theory space [21] that is specific
yet general enough to define an interesting subclass of GFTs, called Tensorial GFTs (TGFTs) in the literature, on
which we focus in this article as well. TGFTs can also be seen, in fact, as tensor models enriched with group-theoretic
data, turning hem into proper quantum field theories. We are going to rely on this perspective in this paper.
One main advantage of group field theories, from the perspective of related quantum gravity approaches, is that
they allow the use of standard quantum field theory tools in a background independent context. These QFT tools
become in particular important for tackling the issue of the emergence of continuum spacetime and gravity from
quantum gravity dynamics.
This problem is of course a crucial one in background independent quantum gravity approaches whose basic degrees
of freedom are, to a varying extent, pre-geometric and not spatio-temporal [22]. It requires controlling the quantum
dynamics of many such interacting degrees of freedom and extracting their effective collective physics. In particular,
it implies unraveling the macroscopic phase structure of the given quantum gravity model and the phase transitions
it may undergo. One of the continuum phases should of course correspond to a geometric regime of the theory, in
which standard General Relativity applies, at least in some approximation. The putative phase transition separating
such geometric phase from a generic non-geometric one has been called geometrogenesis [22], and its cosmological
interpretation [23] (as what replaces the classical big bang singularity in a full quantum gravity framework) has
received some indirect support from recent work on GFT condensates [24]. Indeed, one possible scenario identifies the
geometrogenesis transition in a condensation of GFT quanta, with the geometric phase characterised, in mean field
approximation, by a non-zero expectation value of the GFT field operator, similarly to what happens in standard
Bose condensates. This idea has been also suggested from a canonical LQG perspective [25, 26]. The same issue
has of course been tackled in related approaches, most notably causal dynamical triangulations [27], with a different
perspective, even if ending up sometimes with a similar picture [28, 29].
In addressing the problem of the continuum, and of extracting the phase diagram of the quantum gravity theory,
renormalisation group methods come of course to prominence. They are being developed as well in the context of spin
foam models from a lattice gauge theory perspective [30], but GFTs allow, as mentioned, a most direct application
of renormalisation formalisms to quantum gravity, thanks to their more or less standard QFT nature. In the GFT
context, the renormalisation group has first of all the role of testing the consistency of the perturbative expansion that
usually defines the quantum theory, and indeed recent years have witnessed a flourishing of studies of perturbative
renormalisability of GFT models [31][32], mainly in the context of Tensorial GFTs. Next, it is employed indeed to
study the flow of GFT coupling constants and to map out the phase diagram of the same models. Beta function
3computations have already been performed for some GFT models [33–36] using perturbative methods, and suggest
that asymptotic freedom in GFT could be generic, even though it remains difficult to establish beyond doubt.
Functional renormalisation group (FRG) methods [37–39] are another powerful tool for the study of the phase
structure of quantum field theories, in particular in situations where perturbation theory is expected not to apply, for
example in the vicinity of non-trivial fixed points. Beside being the key technology for the asymptotic safety approach
to quantum gravity [40], the FRG may provide an important asset to group field theories. The key difference of GFTs
with respect to usual field theories is represented by their combinatorially non-trivial interactions. This feature is
shared by the much simpler matrix models for 2d gravity, the renormalisation analysis of which was initiated in [41],
adapting the Wilsonian idea of integrating out a momentum shell to the matrix case. A first important application
of FRG methods to matrix models was recently done in [42] and further in [43], which represented a nice display of
the power of such methods to reproduce, at least qualitatively, known results about phase transitions in such models.
In the same papers, it was suggested that similar methods could be applied to tensor models.
In this paper, we pick up on that suggestion, develop for the first time the general formalism of the functional
renormalisation group in the context of (tensorial) group field theories, and apply it to one specific example, to
illustrate the general procedure. A difference in perspective, with respect to [42], should be noted: while taking
heavily into account, as appropriate, the tensorial aspects of TGFTs, notably the peculiar combinatorial structure of
interactions, we rely mainly on their quantum field theory aspects to set up and apply our FRG formalism.
More precisely, we do the following. We focus on Tensorial GFTs, treating them as standard QFTs on a compact
manifolds, but taking into account, as appropriate and necessary, the tensorial aspect of their interactions. To this
class of field theories, we adapt and set up the FRG formalism. That is, we write down the GFT effective action, having
implemented a suitable cut-off function, and obtain the GFT version of the standard Wetterich equation [44, 45]. We
clarify the canonical dimensions of GFT fields and couplings and the role of truncations that are necessary to solve
the Wetterich equation. We also explain why one should expect a non-autonomous system of beta functions for this
type of field theories. This is one main result of the present work. We then move to the analysis of a concrete example
of Tensorial GFT. We choose to study a 3-dimensional abelian model with non-trivial but linear kinetic term, in its
simplest truncation. For this model, which is already computationally non-trivial, we derive and analyse the explicit
equations for the beta functions. We analyse in particular its UV (large-cut-off) regime as well as its IR (small cut-off)
regime. In both cases, we identify the fixed points and critical directions of the renormalisation group flow. In the
UV regime, we are able to confirm the perturbative result of the asymptotic freedom of the model, as well as finding
evidence of a non-Gaussian fixed point. In the IR sector, where we find the same type of fixed points, we discuss
the issue of existence of a phase transition separating a symmetric phase from a broken or condensate phase, from
an RG perspective. We find that the RG flow equations as such do not give any strong evidence for its existence,
without further approximations, for the model considered. However, they suggest that such phase transition should
be found in the regime of very large radius of the group manifold. This detailed analysis provides a template of what
one should expect from the FRG analysis of GFTs more generally. We conclude by a brief summary of our results.
Some appendices collect further details on the calculation of the flow equations and on other relevant aspects (e.g.
the definition of canonical dimensions for fields and coupling constants) of our analysis.
II. TENSORIAL GROUP FIELD THEORY MODELS
GFTs are, as mentioned, QFTs on group manifolds characterised by a peculiar combinatorial pattern of convolu-
tions of field arguments in the interactions. Tensorial GFT models (TGFTs) are those GFTs in which a tensorial
transformation property is required for the fields, with specific invariances in the interaction terms. Specific models
are defined by a precise choice of group manifold, kinetic and interaction kernels, as well as by the detail of convolu-
tion patterns. In this section, we give first a general definition of GFT models, and for the TGFT class. Then, we
introduce the particular example we will analyse from an FRG point of view in the following: an abelian TGFT with
linear kinetic term.
A. Group field theory formalism
Consider a field φ over d copies of a compact Lie group G, ϕ : Gd → K, K = C,R. Models defined on a non-compact
group manifold, notably the Lorentz group, have been studied but will not concern us here. Rather, we will give a
few more details on the cases corresponding to G = U(1) or G = SU(2), while trying at the same time to keep the
presentation general as, indeed, our FRG set up does not depend so much on specific choices. We do not assume
4any special symmetry for the fields φ. Using the group-theoretic generalisation of standard Fourier decomposition,1
namely Peter-Weyl decomposition for compact Lie groups (or the Plancherel decomposition in the non-compact case),
we write
φ(g1, . . . , gd) =
∑
P
φP
d∏
i=1
Dpi(gi) . (1)
In this formula, P = (p1, . . . , pd) and the functions D
pi(gi) form a complete and orthonormal basis of functions on the
group, with the pi being a set of labels characterising them. In particular, the functions D
pi(gi) are the representation
matrices, in a basis of complete eigenstates of Lie algebra operators with set of eigenvalues pi, of the group elements
gi. In the case of G = SU(2), the D-functions are the well-known Wigner functions D
J
mn(g) = 〈Jm|g(J)|Jn〉, labelled
by the eigenvalues J(J + 1) of the quadratic Casimir, with 2J ∈ N, and by the eigenvalues m,n ∈ (−J,+J) of a
given generator of the Lie algebra. In the simpler case of G = U(1), for group elements g = eiθ, θ = [0, 2pi), the
representation functions take the form Dn(g) = einθ, with n ∈ Z. The representation functions play here the role of
plane waves, with the representation labels identifying the analogues of momentum modes for the fields.
A generic action S[φ] for a GFT model written in the P’s basis is determined by a choice of kinetic and interaction
kernels:
S[φ] = Z Tr2(φ¯ ·K · φ) +mTr2(φ¯φ) + Sint [φ] ,
Tr2(φ¯ ·K · φ) =
∑
P, P˜
φ¯PK(P; P˜)φP˜ , Tr2(φ
2) =
∑
P
φ¯PφP ,
Sint [φ] =
∑
nb
λnbTrnb(Vnb · φnb) , (2)
where φ¯ denotes the complex conjugate of φ. The notation Trn refers to a summation over the values P for n GFT
fields. K, respectively Vn, are kernels convoluting the arguments of 2, respectively n, fields φ. The symbol b here
parametrizes the type of contraction (or convolution) one is performing on the n fields, i.e. their specific combinatorial
pattern of tracing over the set of indices P. In the specific instance n = 2, there is a single possibility and one has
Tr2(φ
2). Z and m are wave function and mass couplings, λnb are interaction coupling constants. The sum over nb is
over a finite number of interactions.
Given this action, the partition function is defined as usual:
Z[J ] = eW [J] =
∫
M
dφ e−S[φ]+Tr2(J·φ) , (3)
where J is a rank d source term, Tr2(J · φ) =
∑
P JPφP, and M is a cut-off on the modes φP, i.e. |pi| ≤M .
The tensorial subclass of GFTs corresponds to the case in which the field φ transforms as a proper tensor under some
unitary (or orthogonal, in the real case) group of symmetries U×d, and the interactions correspond to invariant field
monomials under the same symmetry group. In particular, in the presence of a cutoff in modes, and with the further
restriction to positive values for the labels, i.e. for pi = 1, 2, ...M , the models in (2) can be seen as a straightforward
generalization of matrix models. In such case, dealing with a tensor φP, its indices are all distinct and can be each
associated with a color, and the pattern of contractions in each interaction can be represented by a colored graph,
each corresponding to a U(M) invariant monomial in the complex case [47, 48] or a O(M) invariant in the real case.
B. A rank 3 O(2M + 1) invariant tensorial model
Within the general class of Tensorial GFTs introduced above, we will consider a specific example, that we introduce
here, also to clarify some details of the general formalism. It is a model for a rank d = 3 real tensor field φ : U(1)3 → R.
After mode decomposition using the simple plane waves Dps(gs) = e
ipsθs , where θs ∈ [0, 2pi) parametrizes S1 ∼ U(1),
one gets field modes φP = φp1,p2,p3 = φ123, pi ∈ Z.
1 Another non-commutative generalisation of the standard Fourier transform [46], leads to a formulation of group field theories (and
spin foam models) in terms of Lie algebra variables [10], indeed classically conjugate to the group variables. We will not use it in the
following, though.
5The model is defined by the action
S[φ] =
Z
2
Tr2(φ ·K · φ) + m
2
Tr2(φ
2) + Sint [φ] . (4)
The kernel of the kinetic and interaction terms encoding the dynamics are as follows:
K({pi}; {p′i}) = δpi,p′i( 13
3∑
i=1
|pi|) , δpi,p′i :=
3∏
i=1
δpi,p′i , Tr2(φ
2) =
∑
pi∈Z
φ2123 ,
Sint [φ] =
λ
4
Tr4(φ
4) :=
λ
4
(
Tr4;1(φ
4) + Sym(1→ 2→ 3)
)
, Tr4;1(φ
4) =
∑
pi,p′i∈Z
φ123 φ1′23 φ1′2′3′ φ12′3′ . (5)
The kernel term ZTr2(φ ·K · φ)/2 plays the role of a kinetic term. Considering a Laplacian ∆ on U(1), the kinetic
term is built from a sum of square roots of the eigenvalues |pi| =
√
p2i of three Laplacian operators over the three
copies of U(1). The pattern of the tensor contraction in the interaction term Tr4;1(φ
4) can be represented by Figure
1. Each line element in the figure represents an index contracted with another index in another tensor. The rest of
the terms appearing in Sym(1→ 2→ 3) can be simply inferred by color permutation symmetry from this first term.
1'1
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FIG. 1. The vertex Tr4;1(φ
4).
At the quantum level, the path integral is defined with a Gaussian field measure dνC(φ) associated with a covariance
or a propagator C = (ZK + m)−1. The propagator is represented by a stranded line, see Figure 2, which connects
vertices of the form given by Figure 1.
ΦΦ
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FIG. 2. The propagator.
Assuming the presence of a UV cutoff, i.e. for |ps| ≤M , our mass and interaction terms are O(2M + 1) invariant,
while the kinetic term breaks the O(2M + 1)-invariance, just as in standard QFT the kinetic term breaks the locality
property of the whole action. This type of kinetic term belongs naturally to our theory space as we will soon discover
by straightforward expansion of our main RG equation. It also fits well with the cut-off prescription we will choose in
the following for setting up our Wetterich FRG equation for GFTs. Furthermore, an almost identical model has been
shown to have an interesting perturbative renormalisation flow in [33] and it is indeed the simplest non-trivial model
to be considered in d = 3. The difference between the present model and the model presented in that reference is that
the tensor fields here are real rather than complex. As a result, the type of invariance treated in [33] was U(2M + 1)
rather than O(2M + 1) as discussed in the present work. With a kinetic term like (5), thus linear in ‘momenta’,
the U(2M + 1) model is perturbatively just-renormalisable at all orders. It has been also proved that this model is
asymptotically free [33]. We will reveal, using a radically different tool as developed below, that the O(2M +1) model
is as well asymptotically free. We will also argue that the perturbative calculation of the present model along the
lines of the previous reference will lead to the same conclusion (see Appendix C).
The interactions of the type (5) are of the so-called melonic type, and combinatorially they correspond, when the
field φ is represented by a triangle, to a subclass of triangulations of the sphere [16, 49]. They are the most dominant
objects at large tensor size M in the partition of function of colored tensor models (after an appropriate rescaling of
action and coupling). As shown in (5), we shall use a single coupling λ/3 for the 3 possible connected interactions.
This specific combination of couplings is interesting on its own right and will lead to a unique coupling renormalised
equation for that combination.
6III. THE WETTERICH EQUATION FOR TENSOR MODELS
The functional renormalisation group (FRG) is an implementation of the the usual (Wilsonian) renormalisation
group, well suited for practical calculations as well as for theoretical developments. In essence, the idea is to trade
the problem of evaluating the path integral for the problem of solving a functional differential equation, also known
in general as FRG equation. While in principle this offers a perfectly equivalent (and equally difficult) reformulation
of the problem, it allows for different approximations schemes. In particular, it allows to go beyond the standard
perturbative approximation in dealing with the quantum interactions encoded in a field theory, and thus to explore
in an efficient way its non-perturbative sector, notably its critical behaviour. It is mainly for this reason that the
FRG has attracted a lot of attention over the last twenty years, leading to a great variety of results (see for example
[50–54] and references therein).
Our aim here is to generalize and apply the FRG methods to the Tensorial GFT models introduced in the previous
section. In doing so, we will partly be inspired by the similar developments for matrix models [42, 43], but we will
also try to present the whole formalism in such a way to emphasize the field theoretical nature of the models. In
other words, whereas vector and matrix models are usually thought of as N -component fields in zero dimensions, and
a similar interpretation is possible for generic tensor models, our emphasis in dealing with TGFTs here is on their
being field theories on specific d×D-dimensional group manifolds (where D is the dimension of the group G).
A. FRGE formalism for tensor models
We adapt now the FRG formulation to tensor models described by (2). Given the GFT perspective we mentioned
above, the construction of the FRG formalism runs more or less along standard lines.
First we introduce a UV cut-off M on the tensor modes2 and write the regularized partition function as in (3),
with source J , and free energy W [J ]. From the free energy, one obtains the effective action by standard Legendre
transform. The renormalisation group approach to quantum field theory rests on the equation governing the flow
of effective actions at different scales, that is corresponding to a truncated partition function in which only modes
between the UV cut-off and a certain IR cut-off are considered, as the IR cut-off is gradually removed. The critical
behaviour of the system as the IR cut-off is removed will give indications about the phase diagram. In the same way,
the possibility of complete removal of the UV cut-off, signifying that the quantum field theory is UV complete and
thus well-defined, will be indicated by the presence of UV fixed points of the RG flow equation. The first step in
obtaining the (functional) renormalisation group flow equation is thus to introduce a IR cut-off. An IR cut-off, which
in our case will be parametrized by a pure number N , is implemented by adding to the action a term of the form
∆SN [φ] =
1
2
Tr(φ ·RN · φ) = 1
2
∑
P,P˜
φPRN (P; P˜)φP˜ . (6)
In particular, we take
RN (P; P˜) = Nδpi,p′iR
(
1
d
d∑
i=1
|pi|/N
)
, (7)
and impose on the profile function R(z) the following conditions: positivity R(z) ≥ 0 (otherwise (6) could emphasize
rather than suppress modes), monotonicity ddzR(z) ≤ 0 (high modes should not be suppressed more than low modes),
and lastly R(0) > 0 and limz→+∞R(z) = 0 to exclude a constant (eventually zero) R(z). The last condition, together
with the factor N multiplying the profile function in (7), ensures that for N → 0 the cutoff is removed. In the presence
of a UV cutoff M one usually adds also the condition that limN→M RN =∞, implying that in the limit that IR and
UV cutoffs coincide no integration survives in the partition function.
Then, inserting the regulator ∆SN in (3), we get a new regularized partition function of the form
ZN [J ] = eWN [J] =
∫
M
dφ e−S[φ]−∆SN [φ]+Tr2(J·φ) . (8)
2 We use the labels ‘UV’ and ‘IR’ for tensor modes according to the scales defined by the laplacian operator on the group manifold,
or some other non-trivial kinetic term. That is, we stick to the mathematical role these modes play from the point of view of a field
theory on the group manifold. We do not attach to these notion any spacetime or geometric interpretation. In fact, for TGFT models
for quantum gravity, for which an interpretation in terms of simplicial geometry is possible for variables, quantum states, Feynman
amplitudes, the immediate interpretation of these scales would run opposite to the label we use for them. In order to avoid confusion,
and because the physical interpretation of the same models in terms of continuum spacetime and geometry is less straightforward, we
avoid bringing such interpretative aspects into our presentation of the formalism and of our results.
7The effective average action is defined as
ΓN [ϕ] = sup
J
(
Tr2(J · ϕ)−WN (J)
)
−∆SN [ϕ] . (9)
Introducing the standard logarithmic scale t = lnN , so that ∂t = N∂N , deriving (8) with respect to t and using (9)
one arrives at
∂tΓN [ϕ] =
1
2
Tr(∂tRN · [Γ(2)N +RN ]−1) (10)
which is the Wetterich equation for an arbitrary rank-d tensor model. Tr is a “super”-trace summing over all
momentum indices, Γ
(2)
N = δ
(2)ΓN/(δϕPδϕP˜) is the second derivative in the fields of the effective action. Note that
the convolution between ∂tRN and the inverse of Γ
(2)
N +RN is performed in block tensor indices and it is matrix-like.
The trace fully written reads
∑
P;P′ ∂tRN (P,P
′) · [Γ(2)N +RN ]−1(P,P′).
An important feature of (10) is the presence of ∂tRN inside the super-trace. Requiring that R(z) and
d
dzR(z) go to
zero fast enough for z → +∞ thus guarantees the UV finiteness of the super-trace, and as a consequence we can forget
about the UV cutoff M . Of course whenever we wish to talk in a meaningful way about the partition function we
need to reintroduce the UV cutoff, but as already mentioned, the FRG perspective is to take (10) as the fundamental
equation replacing the path integral formulation. Therefore, the standard approach is to try to study (10) without
any additional UV cutoff.
However, as for any differential equation, we need initial conditions to construct a solution,
ΓN=M [ϕ] = S[ϕ] , (11)
and these play essentially the role of UV scale and bare action. The problem of constructing and solving the full
continuum path integral thus translates into the problem of pushing the initial condition to M → ∞, which usually
requires the existence of a UV fixed point for the RG flow equation.
B. Application: beta functions of a rank 3 model
We wish now to apply the FRG formalism to the model described by the action S in (4) with constituents given by
(5). As we just explained, we should in principle solve the full equation (10) with S as initial condition. However, due
to the functional and non-linear nature of the equation, this is a prohibitive task. In particular, substituting the initial
conditions into (10), i.e. evaluating the equation at N = M , and expanding the right-hand-side in powers of fields and
momenta, one quickly realizes that an infinite series of new interactions not contained in the left-hand-side is being
generated. In order to obtain a closed and manageable system of equations a standard approximation strategy is that
of choosing an ansatz for the effective action ΓN , containing the initial condition S as a special case, and truncating
the expansion of the rhs of (10) in such a way to only keep terms that match the original ansatz. The trustfulness of
the outcome is then to be tested by extending the truncation, thus including more and more terms, and by studying
the convergence of the results.
Here, to illustrate the formalism, we will consider the simplest possible truncation only, postponing to future work
the investigation of larger theory spaces. Therefore, we assume that the effective action takes the same form as S and
have
ΓN (ϕ) =
ZN
2
Tr2(ϕ ·K · ϕ) + mN
2
Tr2(ϕ
2) + Sint , S′int =
λN
4
(
Tr4;1(ϕ
4) + Sym(1→ 2→ 3)
)
. (12)
Specifying the regulator is the next task, for which we choose to introduce a Litim-like regulator [55]:
RN ({pi}; {p˜i}) = ZN δpi,p˜i
(
N − 13
3∑
i=1
|pi|
)
Θ(N − 13
3∑
i=1
|pi|) . (13)
Note that RN is symmetric in the following sense: RN ({pi}; {p˜i}) = RN ({p˜i}; {pi}). In comparison to (7) we have
included in the regulator also a wave function renormalisation ZN . One can check that this regulator kernel obeys
the cutoff conditions, provided that ZN > 0 for all N and limN→0N/ZN = 0 (because we want to be able to remove
the cutoff even for pi = 0).
8A small calculation shows that
∂tRN ({pi}; {p˜i}) = δpi,p˜i
{
∂tZN (N − 13
3∑
i=1
|pi|) + ZNN
}
Θ(N − 13
3∑
i=1
|pi|) , (14)
which is again a symmetric kernel.
Evaluating Γ
(2)
N , one gets
Γ
(2)
N ({pi}; {p′i}) =
(
ZN
1
3
∑
i
|pi|+mN
)
δpi,p′i + FN ({pi}; {p′i}) ,
FN ({pi}; {p′i}) = λN
[ ∑
m2,m3
ϕp1,m2,m3ϕp′1,m2,m3δp2,p′2δp3,p′3 +
∑
m1
ϕm1,p2,p3ϕm1,p′2,p′3δp1,p′1 + ϕp′1,p2,p3ϕp1,p′2,p′3
+ Sym(1→ 2→ 3)
]
. (15)
Note that there is a symmetry factor of 4 related to the fact that we can first choose any leg of the vertex to perform
the initial derivation.
The next stage is to perform the expansion of the r.h.s. of the Wetterich equation (10). Let us denote
PN ({pi}; {p′i}) = RN ({pi}; {p′i}) + (ZN 13
∑
i
|pi|+mN )δpi,p′i . (16)
Expanding (10), we obtain
∂tΓn =
1
2
Tr
(
∂tRN · [Γ(2)N +RN ]−1
)
=
1
2
[
Tr
(
∂tRN · P−1N
)
+
∞∑
n=1
(−1)nTr
(
∂tRN · P−1N · [FN (PN )−1]n
)]
. (17)
After a lengthy calculation (the most relevant aspects of this computation are reported in Appendix A), we arrive
at the following system of ordinary differential equations:
• for the wave function ZN ,
∂tZN =
54λNZNN(2N + 1)
3(ZNN +mN )2 − 2λN (27N2 + 18N + 5) (18)
• for the mass mN ,
∂tmN =
−λN N
(ZNN +mN )2
(
(18N2 + 9N + 4)∂tZN + (54N
2 + 36N + 9)ZN
)
(19)
• for the coupling constant λN ,
∂tλN =
2λ2NN
(ZNN +mN )3
(
1
3 (18N
2 + 45N + 37)∂tZN + 18(N + 1)
2ZN
)
. (20)
This is the complete set of RG flow equations for our model, in the chosen truncation.
We emphasize that the calculation is performed at fixed N without any approximation of the equation or any
simplification for the fields (for instance we do not assume they are proportional to delta functions, as in [42]). In
addition to this technical aspect and to the difference in perspective noted in the introduction, we notice here a few
more technical differences with the work of Eichhorn and Koslowski [42, 43], dealing with a FRG treatment of matrix
models. First, the very extension to tensors implies a richer set of invariant monomials that can be considered as
interaction terms, thus a richer theory space. Second, we will include in our truncation a non-trivial kinetic term,
with an associated O(N)-breaking, as similar terms would anyway be generated by the RG flow.
9We should also point out that in the summations reported in Appendix A the variable N is treated as an integer.
For consistency, we should either replace the derivatives in (19) and (20) with finite difference operators, if insisting
on integer N , or we should substitute N with the floor function bNc in the polynomials arising from the summations,
if treating N as a continuous parameter. We will take the latter point of view, but as we will mostly be interested in
the large- or small-N limits, the staircase nature of the beta functions will not be important for our analysis.3
IV. FLOW EQUATIONS, FIXED POINTS AND CRITICAL EXPONENTS
A. N-dependent beta functions and scaling of the couplings
In the previous section, we have obtained the RG flow equations (19) and (20) for our example model, which we
now want to analyze. The standard first step in any analysis of flow equations is to rescale the couplings with the wave
function renormalisation and the running scale in such a way to obtain a system of ordinary differential equations for
the couplings with no explicit dependence on the running scale and with no dependence at all on ZN . The fact that
it is generically possible to eliminate ZN from the flow equations is a consequence of the reparametrization invariance
of the RG flow, for which the presence of ZN in the cutoff (13) is essential [37]. As usual, this is achieved by defining
the anomalous dimension η ≡ ∂t lnZN and the rescaled couplings mN → ZNmN , λN → Z2NλN , leading to
η =
54λNN(2N + 1)
3(N +mN )2 − 2λN (27N2 + 18N + 5) , (21)
∂tmN =
−λNN
(N +mN )2
[
η (18N2 + 9N + 4) + (54N2 + 36N + 9)
]
− ηmN , (22)
∂tλN =
2λ2NN
(N +mN )3
(
1
3η (18N
2 + 45N + 25) + 18(N + 1)2
)
− 2 η λN . (23)
On the other hand, removing any explicit dependence on the running scale, and therefore obtaining an autonomous
system for the couplings, typically requires the absence of fixed external scales. In such case, the statement that we
can obtain an autonomous system is equivalent to the statement that we can switch to dimensionless couplings, since
for obvious dimensional reasons, the beta functions for the dimensionless couplings cannot depend on the running
scale unless we can form a dimensionless ratio between this and some external scale. Examples of non-autonomous
systems due to the presence of external scales are known in the literature, for example quantum field theory at finite
temperature [37], or on a curved [58] or non-commutative spacetime [59].
In the present case, due to the polynomials in N that appear in the beta functions, it is impossible to find a simple
rescaling of the couplings with some power of N that would lead to an autonomous system4. We can ask ourselves
why do we have such a situation here. Obviously N is a pure number, hence it does not depend on any units, and
there is no reason why it should not appear explicitly in the beta functions. This is the natural situation in matrix
or tensor models, therefore it might seem superfluous to ask for a deeper explanation. However, the field-theoretic
perspective on Tensorial GFTs provides us with an explanation that highlights the similarity to previous examples of
non-autonomous RG systems. In fact, our rank-3 tensorial model is a field theory on S1 × S1 × S1 (with an unusual
non-local interaction), where we have fixed the radius of S1 to 1, or, in other words, where we have expressed every
dimensionful quantity, including the eigenvalues of the Laplacian, in units of the radius L. It is such hidden radius
that provides the fixed external scale, in terms of which we can write N = kL, being k the standard (dimensionful)
RG running scale, thus giving us an interpretation for the non-autonomous system.
The non-autonomous nature of the system complicates slightly our analysis, as the “force field” is now “time”-
dependent, and fixed points are unlikely5.
3 The staircase nature of the functional traces is obviously due to the use of a non-smooth cutoff (containing a step function) in combination
with a discrete spectrum of modes. A situation of this type has been encountered and discussed for example in works on asymptotic
safety using a spherical background metric [56, 57]. This is part of the scheme dependence associated to the cutoff choice, but we expect
that the main qualitative features of our analysis would remain unaltered when using a smooth cutoff.
4 In fact, it is impossible even with a more generic rescaling λN → f(N)λN .
5 For a non-autonomous dynamical system ∂tgi = βi(g, t), the zeros of the beta functions, βi(g
∗, t) = 0, are generically time-dependent,
g∗i = g
∗
i (t) (unless a t-independent part factors out, βi(g, t) = f(g, t)h(g) and h(g
∗) = 0). As a consequence, ∂tg∗i 6= 0 and such zeros
are not solutions of the flow equations. It can happen, however, that if the limit for t → ±∞ of g∗i (t) exists, certain (possibly trivial)
subsets of trajectories are attracted to it in the same limit, as we will discuss below.
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We can of course integrate numerically the system (22)-(23) as it is, and plot representative trajectories for mN
or λN as function of N , or in a 3D-space {mN , λN , N}. However, the analysis becomes more transparent if we first
separately study the two opposite regimes N  1 and N  1. In the limit of large or small N the polynomials
appearing in the beta functions can be approximated by the respective leading monomials and as a result it becomes
possible to rescale the couplings in such a way to obtain an autonomous system.
B. Large-N limit
We first study the large-N limit, which in light of the previous discussion, we can interpret also as the limit of
k  L−1. It turns out that in this limit we only need to define a rescaled mass via
mN = Nm¯N (24)
in order to obtain the following autonomous system:
η =
36λN
(1 + m¯N )2 − 18λN , (25)
∂tm¯N = −18 λN
(1 + m¯N )2
(η + 3)− (1 + η) m¯N , (26)
∂tλN = 12
λ2N
(1 + m¯N )3
(η + 3)− 2 η λN . (27)
Having now an autonomous system, we can apply the standard analysis. First of all we look for fixed points, i.e. for
zeros of the beta functions. We find the usual Gaussian fixed point (GFP) at m¯N = λN = 0, plus two non-Gaussian
fixed points (NGFPs) at
m¯∗± = −
14±√7
21
'
{−0.7926
−0.5407 , λ
∗
± = −
m¯∗±
189
' 10−3 ×
{
4.193
2.861
. (28)
Next, we can study the linear stability properties around the fixed points, i.e. compute critical exponents and eigen-
perturbations of the flow6. For the GFP, the critical exponents correspond to the canonical scaling dimension of the
couplings, i.e. in this case θ
(0)
1 = 1 and θ
(0)
2 = 0, with eigenvectors V
1 = (1, 0) and V 2 = (−54, 1) respectively. Here
by canonical scaling dimension we mean the power of N in the rescaling that leads to an autonomous system, which
in this case is (24) for the mass and no rescaling for λN . We discuss a different point of view on scaling dimensions in
Appendix B. The scaling dimension of λN being zero, the quartic interaction (or more precisely −54Tr2(φ2)+Tr4(φ4))
is a marginal perturbation of the GFP. In order to understand the true nature of the perturbation we have to expand
the beta functions beyond linear order. At quadratic order in the couplings we have
∂tm¯N ' −m¯N − 54λN + 72m¯NλN − 648λ2N , (31)
∂tλN ' −36λ2N . (32)
The equation for λN tells us immediately that we have a marginally relevant interaction, i.e. we have asymptotic
freedom7. This result is in agreement with the perturbative calculation in [33], see Appendix C.
6 As a reminder, the general procedure goes as follows. Given a dynamical system ∂tgi = βi(g), and a fixed point g
∗
i such that βi(g
∗) = 0
for all i, then we can expand the system to linear order
∂tgi =
∑
j
Bij(gj − g∗j ) , (29)
where Bij ≡ ∂βi/∂gj |g=g∗ . The linearized system can be easily solved by diagonalizing the stability matrix Bij . Defining the critical
exponents θI as minus its eigenvalues,
∑
j BijV
I
j = −θIV Ii , we obtain
gi(t) = g
∗
i +
∑
I
CIV
I
i e
−θI t , (30)
where the CI are integration constants. Relevant eigen-perturbations V
I are the ones which are important in the IR (i.e. for t→ −∞),
hence they correspond to positive critical exponents θI > 0. Irrelevant eigen-perturbations are those with θI < 0, and the marginal ones
those with vanishing exponent.
7 Equation (32) is easily solved for
λN =
1
A+ 36 lnN
, (33)
where A is an integration constant. We recognise the standard logarithmic approach to asymptotic freedom (λN → 0) for N → +∞.
Plugging this solution into (31) we can solve also this other equation exactly. The complete solution is a bit lengthy and not very
important here, but its asymptotic behavior gives
mN ∼ − 1
lnN
(
3
2
+O
(
1
lnN
))
+
1
N
(
B(lnN)2 +O (lnN)
)
, (34)
where B is another integration constant.
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For the NGFP at {m¯∗−, λ∗−} the critical exponents are
θ
(−)
± =
1
4
(
17
√
7− 47±
√
2776− 1038
√
7
)
'
{
0.8571
−1.868 , (35)
and therefore we have one relevant and one irrelevant eigen-perturbation.
One should notice also that due to the nonlinear, rational, nature of the beta functions, we also have singularities
at m¯ = −1 and at λ = (1 + m¯)2/18. The appearance of such type of singularities is a generic feature of truncated
FRG flows, and generally it is understood as an artifact of the truncation, or of the parametrization, as we discuss
below. Therefore we do not trust the validity of the truncation in the vicinity of the singularity. We are also generally
interested in flow trajectories that are connected to the free theory, hence we will not take into consideration the
region which is disconnected, because of the singularity, from the origin. This region includes the second NGFP
located at {m¯∗+, λ∗+}, which therefore we will not discuss further, and from here on by NGFP we will mean the one
at {m¯∗−, λ∗−}.
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FIG. 3. The flow diagram at large N . The blue dot is the GFP, while the red and black one are {m¯∗−, λ∗−} and {m¯∗+, λ∗+}
respectively. The shaded region is disconnected from the GFP because of the singularity (thick black line). Ordinary trajectories
are in blue, while the eigen-perturbations for the GFP are in green and those for the NGFP are in brown. Arrows point towards
the UV, i.e. growing N .
Finally, we can numerically integrate the large-N flow, and the resulting phase diagram is shown in Figure 3.
Strikingly, the picture that emerges from our analysis is very similar to the standard scalar case in three dimensions.
We have a GFP with two relevant directions, and a NGFP with only one relevant direction. It is however important
to remark the differences. Whereas one of our two relevant directions at the GFP is only marginally relevant, in
standard scalar field theory in three dimensions the two relevant eigen-perturbations at the GFP are strictly relevant
(in addition there is a marginally irrelevant one, the φ6 interaction). Even more strikingly, if we consider, always in
three dimensions, a scalar field theory with a standard φ4 interaction, but a non-standard kinetic term which is linear
in momentum (to mimic our model) then the quartic interaction would be irrelevant.8 Therefore we conclude that
we should attribute the different behavior entirely to the non-standard non-local interaction of our model. This is
one further example, beside the recent results on perturbative renormalizability of TGFT models, of how the peculiar
combinatorial structure of TGFT interactions affects their behaviour as QFTs, defying what we would expect from
conventional QFTs.
8 Such model belongs to the class of long-range interaction models recently studied in [60] by FGR methods.
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Besides the marginal nature of the interaction, at a qualitative level, our NGFP is very reminiscent of the Wilson-
Fisher fixed point, and just as that, it appears as an IR fixed point for the continuum theory defined by the GFP. We
can then interpret as usual the region above the irrelevant trajectory at the NGFP as the symmetric phase (both λN
and mN are positive in the IR), and the one below as the broken or condensed phase (in the IR we have positive λN
and negative mN ).
In the broken phase, this picture is again limited by the presence of singularities. As we already mentioned, such
singularities occur also in the standard scalar field case, and it is well understood that this is due to the choice of
parametrization of the potential. In fact, it turns out that in the broken phase it is better to write the potential as
V (φ) = λ(φ2−φ20)2, and study the running of the coupling λ and of the minimum φ0. In terms of such variables there
is no singularity for φ20 ≥ 0. In the tensorial case we can presume that the same would be true, but due to the non-local
nature of the interaction term, the minimization of the potential is non-trivial. In any case, we should remember
that the phase transition associated to the diagram in Figure 3 is only going to be a true phase transition (in a strict
sense) if it survives a small-N analysis. In fact, the analysis above was done for large N , and as a consequence, the
plot in Figure 3 should be interpreted as approximately valid from some large value of N and above. In other words,
for an initial condition at large N , represented by a point in Figure 3, the trajectory passing through it is trustable
in its forward part (i.e. following the direction of the arrows), but in the opposite direction it has a validity which
is limited to the condition N  1, i.e. we cannot follow the flow backward indefinitely. Since reaching a fixed point
always takes an infinite amount of time, we conclude that even along the irrelevant eigen-perturbations at the NGFP
we do not really reach the fixed point in the IR, and thus its interpretation as an IR fixed point should only be taken
in the sense that it is an IR attractive point for the flow as long as we are not too much in the IR. Going backward,
towards small N the approximation breaks down and we need to get back to the full original non-autonomous system
(22)-(23). After a transient region, which can only be studied by numerically integrating (22)-(23), we must end up
in the small N regime, where again we can approximate the N -polynomials with their lowest order monomials and
perform a standard analysis, as we are going to discuss in the following subsection. The above warning about the
limits of validity of the phase diagram obtained for large-N assumes of course a fixed external scale L for the group
manifold. On the other hand, one could expect the same phase diagram to be valid in its entirety, and to represent
the whole RG flow equations, in the limit L→∞, i.e. in the limit of very large domain manifold for the TGFT fields.
We will discuss this point as well in the following subsection.
C. Small-N limit
Due to the step function in the cutoff, the small-N behavior is drastically non-smooth. As soon as N < 1/3, the
only surviving modes in the functional traces are those with pi = 0, i.e. the zero modes of the GFT fields. Using the
results in Appendix A we find easily that in this regime the anomalous dimension vanishes identically, and
∂tmN = −9 λNN
(N +mN )2
, (36)
∂tλN = 36
λ2NN
(N +mN )3
. (37)
The only consistent rescaling leading to an autonomous system is the one given by (24) together with
λN = N
2λ¯N (38)
from which we obtain
∂tm¯N = −m¯N − 9 λ¯N
(1 + m¯N )2
, (39)
∂tλ¯N = −2λ¯N + 36 λ¯
2
N
(1 + m¯N )3
. (40)
The same result is obtained directly from (22)-(23) in the N → 0 limit, forgetting about the staircase nature of the
spectral sums.
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The system admits again a GFP, but being this a UV fixed point, the previous large-N approximation is the one
appropriate to its study. More interestingly, we find a NGFP at
m¯∗ = −1
3
, λ¯∗ =
4
243
. (41)
In this case we have no other NGFP, and like for the large-N NGFP located at {m¯∗−, λ∗−}, there is no singularity
separating it from the GFP (now we only have the singularity at m¯ = −1). Its critical exponents are
θ∗+ = 1 , θ
∗
− = −3 , (42)
that is, we find again one relevant and one irrelevant direction. Interestingly, however, the critical exponents are
integer numbers, a property that usually characterises the Gaussian fixed points.
The phase diagram resulting form the numerical integrations of (39)-(40) is shown in Figure 4. The qualitative
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FIG. 4. The flow diagram at small N . The blue dot is the GFP, while the red one is the NGFP at {m¯∗, λ¯∗}. Ordinary
trajectories are in blue, while the eigen-perturbations for the GFP are in green and those for the NGFP are in brown. Arrows
point towards the UV, i.e. growing N .
characteristics of the diagram are similar to those found at large-N in the region connected to the GFP, and we feel
encouraged to interpret the NGFP (41) as the small-N counterpart to the large-N NGFP (28) located at {m¯∗−, λ∗−}.
However, we should stress that such NGFPs were obtained from different rescaling of λ, and going back to the
original coupling via (38), we notice that for N → 0 the NGFP (41) corresponds to λ∗ = 0, while the one in (28) was
at λ∗ 6= 0.
This observation could also explain the integer critical exponents. Even though m¯N and λ¯N have a nontrivial fixed
point, the scaling (24) and (38) implies that at such fixed point the renormalised mass and the renormalised coupling
(i.e. their value in the limit N → 0) are zero. Once again, modulo an exchange in the scaling dimensions of mass
and coupling, the same conclusion can be reached for the standard Wilson-Fisher fixed point in three dimensions.
However, in such a case we can easily study higher-order truncations, and find that also the coupling g6 of the φ
6
interaction reaches a fixed point, and being g6 dimensionless in d = 3, it remains finite also as we remove the IR
cutoff. That the Wilson-Fisher fixed point theory is truly an interacting one, can also be inferred more reliably from
the local potential approximation or the next orders in the derivative expansion [38]. In the Tensorial GFT case, on
the other hand, we are not able to do a full local potential approximation, but from our truncation we can easily
guess that the IR scaling dimension for the coupling of a general interaction is (B.8) with α = 0, and hence all such
couplings would flow to zero at an IR fixed point. The non-trivial fixed point is really a trivial one in disguise. We
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also notice that such scaling dimensions for the couplings are the one we would get for standard couplings in zero
dimensions, where we expect no phase transition and no non-trivial fixed point.
Figure 4 might seem to contradict such expectation at first, but in fact a similar flow diagram is found by analytically
continuing the usual beta equations to d = 0 (which in fact have the same structure as (39)-(40)). The explanation of
the apparent paradox is again found by remembering that in the broken phase we should better use a more appropriate
truncation, such as V (φ) = λ(φ2 − φ20)2. Then one finds that in zero dimensions the non-trivial fixed point is IR
attractive for both λ and φ20, and it lies at φ
2
0 < 0, meaning that actually there is always symmetry restoration in
the deep IR. Although we cannot at the moment repeat this analysis from scratch in the Tensorial GFT case, the
similarity of the equations in the symmetric case, together with the scaling argument, give us confidence that the
same is true here.
The fact that the zero modes surviving in the deep IR lead to an effective zero-dimensional theory is very reminiscent
of what observed in [58] for scalar field theory on a spherical background. Just like in that case, also in our case we
can trace back the origin of such phenomenon to the compactness of the background space, which in [58] was Sd,
while here is (S1)d ' T d.
All in all, for a quantum field theory on a compact space we would not expect a phase transition, on general grounds,
and our results seem to confirm this in the Tensorial GFT case as well, and the apparent NGFP is most likely an
artefact of the parametrisation chosen.
At the same time, this suggests that a phase transition could be found also for our GFT model (and other GFTs
as well) in a “flat” regime, corresponding to the limit of very large radius of the compact manifold L→∞, in which
the group elements are well approximated by their algebra elements9.
In this regime, due to the way the radius of the compact manifold enters the theory, we expect the RG flow to
match the one we obtain in the large-N approximation, and the corresponding phase diagram, which we have analysed
in the previous subsection, describes the whole phase structure of the system. Indeed, from this phase diagram one
can see evidence of a phase transition from a symmetric to a broken or condensed phase, as we have explained. We
note, however, that a proper, detailed scaling of the model, and the proper definition of a thermodynamic limit for
GFTs in general, is tricky due to the non-local structure of the interactions and various other subtleties related to
the quantum gravity interpretation of these models, and we leave it for future work.
Finally, the above results suggest that a true phase transition to a broken phase, without passing through any
further approximation, is only to be expected for GFTs on non-compact manifolds, like Lorentzian quantum gravity
models. This is in itself interesting, as it may give an independent argument, entirely based on RG considerations, to
believe that some form of causality is needed to have a proper continuum geometric phase10.
D. General N
We should stress again that the NGFPs discussed in the two previous subsections are not proper fixed points, as
they are not solutions to the full system (22)-(23). The closest object to a fixed point would be a complete trajectory
linking {m¯∗, λ¯∗} to {m¯∗−, λ∗−}, but finding such a trajectory is a highly non-trivial problem: we have no analytical
proof, and being both saddle points, finding it numerically is a very difficult task.
In order to study the full system (22)-(23) numerically,11 and be able to recognise the small- and large-N regimes
discussed above, it is convenient to introduce a function of N with which to rescale λN in such a way to interpolate
between the two different scalings. This is achieved for example by
λN =
N2
1 +N2
λ˜N . (43)
For large N , this reduces to an identity, while for small N it reduces to (38). We show in Figure 5 some representative
curves for general N , using such mixed rescaling of λN . The plot serves to show how the large- and small-N
approximations studied before are matched at intermediate N , and how initial conditions at the same value of m¯ and
λ˜ but different t lead to different behaviors.
It is also useful to study the flow in the original un-rescaled variables. In particular, in this way we can uncover the
freezing of the couplings in the deep IR: the value that a coupling takes in such a regime is what we usually call the
9 This is similar to what happens in ordinary field theories that, while initially defined in a box (and often with periodic boundary
conditions), are then studied in the thermodynamic limit (corresponding to infinite box) to unravel their thermodynamic, large scale
properties, in particular their phase diagram. This is true even when the system is, physically, a finite one.
10 In the GFT/spin foam case, the use of Lorentz group implies the presence of a local light cone structure in each cellular complex
corresponding to a Feynman diagram of the GFT model considered, but no global foliations or the like, as it is the case in causal
dynamical triangulations.
11 We approximate here all the staircase functions with smooth function simply stripping off any floor function from N .
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FIG. 5. Flow trajectories (solid blue line) for initial conditions at λ˜N0 = 0.003 and m¯N0 = −0.4 for (from left to right)
t0 = lnN0 = 0, t0 = 2 and t0 = 10. The black dot locates the initial condition, the blue dot is the GFP, the red dot is the
large-N NGFP and the brown one is the small-N NGFP. Black and brown dashed lines denote the eigen-trajectories of the
NGFPs. In the last plot to the right the IR behavior appears to follow the relevant direction at the large-N NGFP, but in
truth this is just a long intermediate regime: zooming out the plot one finds that at m¯N ∼ 50 the curve crosses black dashed
line, and slowly turns toward the brown one.
renormalised coupling, and in terms of that we can usually understand the NGFP as associated to a phase transition.
Approaching the phase transition line from above (i.e. from positive initial mass) the renormalised mass goes to zero
and then the sign of the mass term changes. As we already explained, the current parametrization is not ideal for
studying the broken phase, but we can certainly study in this way the approach to the critical line. In particular,
we can study the behavior of the renormalised coupling for the quartic interaction. For a marginal coupling (such as
λN is at large-N) we would expect to find a finite renormalised coupling at criticality if the phase transition is truly
there and it is non-trivial. As we already discussed, we expect this to be the case only for large enough N , while in
the deep IR we expect the renormalised coupling to approach zero as we get close to the critical line. This is neatly
illustrated in Figure 6, where we show three curves very close to criticality. We find an intermediate regime in which
λN behaves has an IR behavior dictated by the large-N analysis, i.e. it reaches a plateau at λ
∗
− of (28). However,
going even deeper in the IR, after a short transient, the flow settles in the small-N regime, and in particular we find
that as we approach criticality from above λN reaches a second plateau at zero.
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FIG. 6. Flow trajectories for λN versus t, near the critical line. The three curves are for initial conditions (black dot) at
t0 = 20 with λN0 = 0.002 and (from left to right) m¯N0 = −0.22133, m¯N0 = −0.221337043 and m¯N0 = −0.2214. The curve in
the middle is at criticality (the renormalised mass reaches zero with high accuracy). The flat plateau at λN = 0 in the last
curve is instead due to the mass hitting the singularity, and it is a manifestation of the bad parametrization in the broken
phase, as discussed in the text.
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V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have developed the general formalism of the functional renormalisation group in the context of
(tensorial) group field theories, treating them as standard QFTs on a compact manifolds, but taking into account the
non-trivial combinatorics in their interactions, and building up on many results in both GFT [1] and tensor models
[18]. We have written down the GFT effective action and the Wetterich equation, incorporating a suitable cut-off
function, clarifying in the process the canonical dimensions of GFT fields and couplings and the role of truncations.
Beside the general equations so obtained, one general lesson is that we obtain a non-autonomous system of beta
functions for this type of field theories, due to the presence of an intrinsic scale (the size of the group manifold) in
these systems.
We have then analyzed a concrete example of Tensorial GFT: a 3-dimensional abelian model with linear kinetic
term, in its simplest (order 4) truncation. We have derived the equations for the beta functions, forming indeed a
non-autonomous system, and given the general properties of the solutions. We analysed in particular its UV (large-
cut-off) regime, in which we have found evidence for asymptotic freedom (again for this specific truncation), as well
as a non-Gaussian fixed point, and we have identified critical directions of the RG flow. In the IR sector, where we
could also solve exactly the RG flow equations, we identified as well the critical points and direction; while we found
hints of a phase transition between a symmetric phase and a broken or condensate phase, we have also discussed why
these hints are not compelling and instead other indications can be obtained from the RG flow suggesting that no such
phase transition exists, without further approximations. This can be attributed mainly to the compact nature of the
group manifold defining this GFT model. Indeed, we have also discussed how a further “flat-regime” approximation
of the model gives RG equations that indicate the existence of such a phase transition. We expect other GFT models
to show similar features.
Indeed, we expect our RG analysis of this simple model to provide a useful reference for future work along these
lines, on other GFT models of quantum gravity.
We believe that our results, and the FRG in general, will represent an important and powerful tool for the ongoing
research on GFT renormalisation [31, 34, 36] and for the study of GFT phase transitions [16, 20], and thus for the
outstanding issue of the emergence of continuum spacetime and geometry in quantum gravity [22, 24, 27, 28].
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APPENDIX
Appendix A: Calculation of the beta functions
In this appendix, we describe the key steps and some interesting aspects of the calculation of the beta functions
(18), (19) and (20). We start by recalling the expression for F , i.e. the contribution to the second derivative of the
effective action involving the coupling λ:
FN ({pi}; {p′i}) = λN
[ ∑
m2,m3
ϕp1,m2,m3ϕp′1,m2,m3δp2,p′2δp3,p′3 +
∑
m1
ϕm1,p2,p3ϕm1,p′2,p′3δp1,p′1 + ϕp′1,p2,p3ϕp1,p′2,p′3
+ Sym(1→ 2→ 3)
]
. (A.1)
The first three terms come from the double derivative of Tr4;1(ϕ
4) =
∑
pi
ϕ123 ϕ1′23 ϕ1′2′3′ ϕ12′3′ . These are depicted
in Figure 7, respectively.
2
1
3
2
1'
3
2
1
3
2'
1
3'
2
1'
3
2'
1
3'
FIG. 7. Terms involved in the second derivative of Tr4;1(ϕ
4): each link represents an index summa-
tion, each node a un-summed index.
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The expansion of the r.h.s. of the Wetterich equation (10) involves two quantities
PN ({pi}; {p′i}) = RN ({pi}; {p′i}) + (ZN 13
∑
i
|pi|+mN )δpi,p′i ,
FN ({pi}; {p′i}) = Γ(2)N ({pi}; {p′i})− (ZN 13
∑
i
|pi|+mN )δpi,p′i . (A.2)
and these enter in that expansion as
∂tΓn =
1
2
[
Tr
(
∂tRN · P−1N
)
+
∞∑
n=1
(−1)nTr
(
∂tRN · P−1N · [FN (PN )−1]n
)]
. (A.3)
Consider a truncation in the expansion in n. The first term ∂tRN · P−1N collects, as in the ordinary case, vacuum
configurations and thus can be forgotten. Then, since each term in FN (PN )
−1 has exactly two fields, [FN (PN )−1]n
contains 2n fields. For the flow of ZN and of the mass mN , we need to focus on the term of order n = 1 in (A.3).
These correspond to non-perturbative contributions with two external legs of the form ϕ2. Meanwhile, for the running
of λN , we must expand at order n = 2 and these correspond to terms with 4 legs, i.e. ϕ
4. The other terms do not
contribute to the flow, in the chosen truncation.
First order or ϕ2-terms. We introduce the following formal constants:
c = −1
2
, α = −c ∂tZN
(ZNN +mN )2
, β = c
N(∂tZN + ZN )
(ZNN +mN )2
. (A.4)
The aim is to calculate cTr
(
∂tRN · (PN )−1 · [FN (PN )−1]
)
= αA+ βB. Other useful notations must be introduced as
this stage:
for i = 1, 2, 3, Tr(ϕ · |pi| · ϕ) =
∑
pj
|pi|(ϕpj )2 = |pi| 2
1
3
2
1
3 ,
then Tr(ϕ ·K · ϕ) =
∑
i
|pi| 2
1
3
2
1
3 = K
2
1
3
2
1
3 , Tr(ϕ2) =
2
1
3
2
1
3 . (A.5)
We are now in position to evaluate the first order:
αA+ βB =
∑
pi
[
α
(
1
3
∑
i
|pi|
)
+ β
]
Θ(N − 13
∑
i
|pi|)FN ({pi}; {pi})
=
∑
pi
[
α
(
1
3
∑
i
|pi|
)
+ β
]
Θ(N − 13
∑
i
|pi|)
(
2
1
3
2
1
3
2
1
3
2
1
3
2
1
3
2
1
3+ + + Sym(1→ 2→ 3)
)
= 3 (αK + β)
2
1
3
2
1
3
+
{
2
1
3
2
1
3
[ ∑
p2,p3
+
∑
p1
][
α
(
1
3
∑
i
|pi|
)
+ β
]
Θ(N − 13
∑
i
|pi|) + Sym(1→ 2→ 3)
}
(A.6)
The spectral sums can be performed, discarding all terms involving momenta with power higher than 1, to give
S1;p =
∑
p2,p3∈Z
[
α
(
1
3
∑
i
|pi|
)
+ β
]
Θ(N − 13
∑
i
|pi|)
' 4
3N−|p1|∑
p2=1
3N−|p1|−p2∑
p3=1
[
1
3α
∑
i
|pi|+ β
]
+ 4
3N−|p1|∑
p2=1
3N−|p1|−p2∑
p3=1
[
1
3α(p2 + |p1|) + β
]
+ 13α|p1|+ β
' 1
9
α
(
6N(3N + 1)(6N + 1) + (1− 18N − 54N2)|p1|
)
+ β
(
1 + 6N(1 + 3N)− 2|p1|(1 + 6N)
)
;
S23;p =
∑
p1∈Z
[
α
(
1
3
∑
i
|pi|
)
+ β
]
Θ(N − 13
∑
i
|pi|) ' αN(3N + 1) + β(1 + 6N − 2(|p2|+ |p3|)) . (A.7)
Inserting these results in (A.6), one infers
αA+ βB = 3 (αK + β)
2
1
3
2
1
3
18
+
{
2
1
3
2
1
3
[1
9
α
(
6N(3N + 1)(6N + 1) + (1− 18N − 54N2)|p1|
)
+ β
(
1 + 6N(1 + 3N)− 2|p1|(1 + 6N)
)
+αN(3N + 1) + β(1 + 6N − 2(|p2|+ |p3|))
]
+ Sym(1→ 2→ 3)
}
=
2
1
3
2
1
3
{
3 (αK + β)
+
1
9
α
(
3 · 6N(3N + 1)(6N + 1) + 3 · (1− 18N − 54N2)K
)
+ β
(
3 · (1 + 6N(1 + 3N))− 2 · 3 ·K(1 + 6N)
)
+3αN(3N + 1) + β(3(1 + 6N)− 2 · 6 ·K)
}
=
2
1
3
2
1
3
{
K
[
3α+ α
1
9
· 3 · (1− 18N − 54N2) + β
(
− 2 · 3(1 + 6N)
)
+ β(−2 · 6)
]
+
[
3β +
1
9
· 3 · 6N(3N + 1)(6N + 1) + β3 · (1 + 6N(1 + 3N)) + 3αN(3N + 1) + β3(1 + 6N)
]}
=
2
1
3
2
1
3
{
K
[
α(
10
3
− 6N − 18N2)− 18β(2N + 1)
]
+
[
αN(3N + 1)(12N + 5) + β(9 + 36N + 54N2)
]}
.
(A.8)
We get the flow equation for ZN and for the mass, after substitution of α and β in the previous expression. For ZN
we have
1
2
∂tZN =
cλN
(ZNN +mN )2
[
− ∂tZN (10
3
− 6N − 18N2)−N(∂tZN + ZN )18(2N + 1)
]
(A.9)
which easily yields (18), and the mass term can be calculated as follows
1
2
∂tmN = αN(3N + 1)(12N + 5) + β(9 + 18N(2 + 3N))
=
cλN
(ZNN +mN )2
[
(−∂tZN )N(3N + 1)(12N + 5) + (∂tZN + ZN )N(9 + 18N(2 + 3N))
]
(A.10)
from which ∂tmN can be found to be as in (19).
Second order or ϕ4 terms. To compute the flow equation for the coupling constant λN , we have of course to go
to higher order in our approximation. We introduce first
c =
1
2
, α = −c ∂tZN
(ZNN +mN )2
, β = c
N(∂tZN + ZN )
(ZNN +mN )2
. (A.11)
We aim at calculating cTr
(
∂tRN · (PN )−1 · [FN (PN )−1]2
)
= αA+ βB. This evaluates to
αA+ βB =
∑
pi
[
α
(
1
3
∑
i
|pi|
)
+ β
]
Θ(N − 13
∑
i
|pi|)
∑
p′i
FN ({pi}; {p′i})
1
RN (p′i) + ZN
1
3
∑
i |p′i|+mN
FN ({p′i}; {pi})
=
∑
pi
[
α
(
1
3
∑
i
|pi|
)
+ β
]
Θ(N − 13
∑
i
|pi|)×
λ2N
∑
p′i
[
2
1
3
2
1'
3 δp2,p′2δp3,p′3 +
2
1
3
2'
1
3'δp1,p′1 +
2
1'
3
2'
1
3' + Sym(1→ 2→ 3)
]
1
RN (p′i) + ZN
1
3
∑
i |p′i|+mN
×
[
2
1
3
2
1'
3 δp2,p′2δp3,p′3 +
2
1
3
2'
1
3'δp1,p′1 +
2
1'
3
2'
1
3' + Sym(1→ 2→ 3)
]
. (A.12)
All these terms define ϕ4 terms. However, not all of them will contribute to the flow of λN . We will decompose this
product according to colors as (A+B+C)P−1(A+B+C) = (AP−1A+(A→ B → C))+2(AP−1B+AP−1C+BP−1C).
We introduce the following notation:
P−1({p′i}) =
1
RN (p′i) + ZN
1
3
∑
i |p′i|+mN
= Θ˜
N− 13
∑
i p
′
i
(A.13)
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Then, we focus on the square terms, and get 27 = 3× 9 contributions:
A2 + (A→ B → C) = αA1 + βB1 = λ2N
∑
pi
[
α
(
1
3
∑
i
|pi|
)
+ β
]
Θ(N − 13
∑
i
|pi|){∑
p′1
2
1
3
2
1'
3
2
1
3
2
1'
3 Θ˜
N− 13 (p′1+p2+p3)
+
(
2
1
3
2
1
3
)(
2
1
3
2
1
3
)
Θ˜− +
∑
p′1
2
1
3
2
1'
3
2
1'
3
2
1
3 Θ˜
N− 13 (p′1+p2+p3)
+
(
2
1
3
2
1
3
)(
2
1
3
2
1
3
)
Θ˜− +
∑
p′2,p
′
3
2
1
3
2'
1
3'
2
1
3
2'
1
3' Θ˜
N− 13 (p1+p′2+p′3)
+
∑
p′2,p
′
3
2
1
3
2'
1
3'
2
1
3
2'
1
3' Θ˜
N− 13 (p1+p′2+p′3)
+
∑
p′1
2
1'
3
2
1
3
2
1
3
2
1'
3 Θ˜
N− 13 (p′1+p2+p3)
+
∑
p′2,p
′
3
2
1
3
2'
1
3'
2
1
3
2'
1
3' Θ˜
N− 13 (p1+p′2+p′3)
+
∑
p′i
(
2'
1
3'
2'
1
3'
)(
2
1'
3
2
1'
3
)
Θ˜−
+Sym(1→ 2→ 3)
}
.
There are repeated terms that we can further reduce in the next step. The terms appearing in brackets are disconnected
vertices of the form (ϕ2)2 and must be neglected. Furthermore, computing the spectral sums, since we are only
considering simple vertices Tr4;i(ϕ
4), terms like Tr4(ϕ
4 · pqi ) must not be included in the flow. In the following, we
will use quite extensively some diagramatic expressions like
∑
p1,p′i
f(p1, p
′
1)
p1
p'1
(A.14)
where the dashed lines refer to the fact that we are summing over indices p1 (or also p
′
1) called in a function f and
solid lines refer to summed indices independent of f . Note that the graph gives a particular convolution of 4 tensors
ϕ4. The goal is to provide, in each such summation, the leading term f(0, 0) in a power series expansion of the kernel
of the convolution, such that (A.14) becomes an ordinary Tr4;−(ϕ4) term.
From (A.14), we can calculate the next expression:
αA01 + βB01 = λ2N
{ ∑
p′1,p1
p1
p'1 ∑
p2,p3
[
α
(
1
3
∑
i=2,3
|pi|
)
+ β
]
Θ
N− 13
∑
p
Θ˜
N− 13 (p′1+p2+p3)
∣∣∣
p1,p′1=0
+
∑
p2,p3,p′2,p
′
3
p3
p2
p'3
p'2 ∑
p1
[
α
(
1
3 |p1|
)
+ β
]
Θ
N− 13
∑
i pi
Θ˜
N− 13 (p1+p′2+p′3)
∣∣∣
p2,p′2,p3,p
′
3=0
+4β˜
1
1'
+ Sym(1→ 2→ 3)
}
(A.15)
where the last term in β˜ can be calculated in the same way as explained above and β˜ = β/(ZNN +mN ). Introducing
as well α˜ = α/(ZNN +mN ). We get
αA01 + βB01 = λ2N
{
1
1' [ ∑
p2,p3
[
α˜
(
1
3
∑
i=2,3
|pi|
)
+ β˜
]
Θ
N− 13 (|p2|+|p3|)
+
∑
p1
[
α˜
(
1
3 |p1|
)
+ β˜
]
Θ
N− 13 |p1|
+ 4β˜
]
+ Sym(1→ 2→ 3)
}
(A.16)
The two internal spectral sums can be calculated as follows. For some constants a and b, one has
S˜1(N) =
∑
p2∈Z
∑
p3∈Z
(a( 13 (|p2|+ |p3|)) + b)Θ(N − 13 (|p2|+ |p3|))
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= 4
3N∑
p2=1
3N−p2∑
p3=1
( 13a(p2 + p3) + b) + 4
3N∑
p2=1
( 13ap2 + b) + β
=
2
3
aN(3N + 1)(6N + 1) + b(1 + 6N + 18N2)
S˜11(N) =
∑
p1∈Z
( 13a|p1|+ b)Θ(N − 13 |p1|)
= 2
3N∑
p1=1
( 13ap1 + b) + b =
1
3a(3N)(3N + 1) + b(1 + 2(3N))
= aN(3N + 1) + b(1 + 6N) . (A.17)
Hence we collect the following contributions:
αA˜01 + βB˜01 = λ2N 1
1' {
α˜
1
3
N(3N + 1)(12N + 5) + 6β˜(1 + 2N + 3N2)
}
+ Sym(1→ 2→ 3) (A.18)
= λ2N
[
1
1'
+
2
2'
+
3
3' ]{
α˜
1
3
N(3N + 1)(12N + 5) + 6β˜(1 + 2N + 3N2)
}
.(A.19)
Next, we concentrate on the cross-terms and evaluate them as (we systematically discard disconnected invariants in
the following)
2[AB + (AC +BC)] = αA2 + βB2 = 2λ2N
∑
pi
[
α
(
1
3
∑
i
|pi|
)
+ β
]
Θ(N − 13
∑
i
|pi|)×
∑
p′i
[
2
1
3
2
1'
3 δp2,p′2δp3,p′3 +
2
1
3
2'
1
3'δp1,p′1 +
2
1'
3
2'
1
3'
]
Θ˜
N− 13
∑
p′
×
[
2
1
3
2'
1
3 δp1,p′1δp3,p′3 +
2
1
3
2
1'
3'δp2,p′2 +
2'
1
3
2
1'
3'
]
+ 2(AC +BC)
= 2λ2N
∑
pi
[
α
(
1
3
∑
i
|pi|
)
+ β
]
Θ(N − 13
∑
i
|pi|)×
{∑
p′1
2
1
3
2
1'
3
intPpp
2
1
3
2
1'
3 Θ˜
N− 13 (p′1+p2+p3)
+
∑
p′1
2
1
3
2
1'
3
2
1'
3
2
1
3 Θ˜
N− 13 (p′1+p2+p3)
+
∑
p′2
2
1
3
2'
1
3
2
1
3
2'
1
3 Θ˜
N− 13 (p1+p′2+p3)
+
∑
p′3
2
1
3
2
1
3'
2
1
3
2
1
3' Θ˜
N− 13 (p1+p2+p′3)
+
∑
p′2
2
1
3
2'
1
3
2
1
3
2'
1
3 Θ˜
N− 13 (p1+p′2+p3)
+
∑
p′i
2
1'
3
2'
1
3'
2'
1
3
2
1'
3' Θ˜
N− 13 (p′1+p′2+p′3)
+
∑
p′2,p
′
3
2
1
3
2'
1
3'
2'
1
3
2
1
3' Θ˜
N− 13 (p1+p′2+p′3)
+
∑
p′1,p
′
3
2
1'
3
2
1
3'
2
1
3
2
1'
3' Θ˜
N− 13 (p′1+p2+p′3)
}
+ 2(AC +BC) . (A.20)
Summing over the pi indices, one quickly realizes that the last two terms in the bracket generate both a peculiar
connected contribution of the form
(A.21)
Such terms are in fact well-known since they are contraction patterns of a tetrahedron in the GFT framework [1].
Thus tensor invariants can generate this type of simplexes through the FRGE expansion. The converse is also true
since tensor invariants are nothing but observables obtained from integration of the color tensor models endowed with
21
precisely such an interaction [48]. For the moment, since we did not introduce these terms in our truncation, they can
not participate to the flow. It could be however an interesting follow-up analysis to investigate how their presence in
an enlarged truncation could lead to modifications of our present results.
We return to our evaluation and, in a similar way as performed above, we put to 0 the momenta involved in the
field convolutions:
2[AB + (AC +BC)]0 =
2λ2N
{ ∑
p1,p3,p′1
p1
p'1p3 ∑
p2
[
α
(
1
3 |p2|
)
+ β
]
Θ
N− 13
∑
i pi
Θ˜
N− 13 (p′1+p2+p3)
∣∣∣
p1,p3,p′1=0
+
∑
p2,p3,p′2
p2
p'2
p3 ∑
p1
[
α
(
1
3 |p1|
)
+ β
]
Θ
N− 13
∑
i pi
Θ˜
N− 13 (p1+p′2+p3)
∣∣∣
p2,p3,p′2=0
+β˜
(
1
1'
+
2
2'
+ 2
3
3' )}
+ 2(AC +BC)0 . (A.22)
Expanding the sums which are of the form S˜11(N) (A.17), we arrive at
2[AB + (AC +BC)]01 =
2λ2N
{[
1
1'
+
2
2' ]
(α˜N(3N + 1) + β˜(6N + 1))
+ β˜
(
1
1'
+
2
2'
+ 2
3
3' )}
+ 2(AC +BC)01
= 2λ2N
{[
1
1'
+
2
2' ]
(3N + 1)(α˜N + 2β˜) + 2β˜
3
3' }
+ 2(AC +BC)01
= 2 · 2λ2N
[
1
1'
+
2
2'
+
3
3' ]
[α˜N(3N + 1) + 3β˜(2N + 1)] (A.23)
We are in position to give the flow equation of λN . Adding (A.19) and (A.23), and after substituting the value of
α˜ and β˜ (with α and β given by (A.11)), one gets:
1
4
∂tλN =
1
2λ
2
N
(ZNN +mN )3
{
(−∂tZN )1
3
N(3N + 1)(12N + 17) + 18(ZN + ∂tZN )N(1 +N)
2
}
∂tλN =
2λ2NN
(ZNN +mN )3
{
∂tZN
1
3
(18N2 + 45N + 37) + 18ZN (1 +N)
2
}
(A.24)
which gives indeed (20).
Appendix B: Scaling dimensions
In this appendix, we detail the arguments leading to the assignment of canonical scaling dimensions to GFT fields
and to the various coupling constants of the model.
Consider the following general action for a rank-d tensor model,
S[φ] = Z Tr2(φKφ) +mTr2(φ
2) + gb;n Trb(φ
nb) (B.1)
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where, as explained in the main text, K({p}; {p˜}) = δpi,p′iK(|pi|) is a kernel which will be summed versus the tensors
φp and φp˜, m is a mass, b is a given pattern of convolution of the nb tensors, Trb sums over tensor indices which
are contracted; gb,n is a coupling constant associated with this interaction. We have removed from this expression all
symmetry factors, which are irrelevant for the following discussion.
We want to assign a canonical scaling dimension to fields and couplings following as much as possible a standard
field theory point of view. Usually this is done (of course in standard units in which ~ = c = 1) by (a) fixing the
momentum dimension to [p] = 1 (from which [x] = −1), (b) imposing [S] = 0, and (c) choosing [Z] = 0 (exploiting
the freedom to choose Z = 1). Step (a) is easily implemented: in Tensorial GFTs and tensor models the analogue of
momentum modes are the representation labels corresponding to tensor indices, hence it is natural to start with
[N ] = [pi] = 1 . (B.2)
The scaling dimension of fields and couplings will thus correspond to the power of N with which we have to multiply
fields and couplings in order to obtain a homogeneous scaling of the action. The degree of homogeneity is the scaling
dimension of the action, which is typically zero (step (b)). We should however be careful on this point, as we should
not confuse scaling dimension with engineering dimension. In the absence of external scales, the two notions coincide,
but in Tensorial GFTs, as we already pointed out in section IV A, there is a hidden external scale, the size of the
group manifold, here U(1) ' S1. All the would-be-dimensionful quantities (including momenta and running scales)
have been made dimensionless by expressing them in units of the radius. As a consequence, the action has of course
zero engineering dimension, as it should be. On the contrary, the scaling dimension (i.e. the scaling with N) is not
fixed a priori by any argument. We can therefore replace step (b) by the more general assignment
[S] = α . (B.3)
with α to be chosen on the basis of different considerations at a later stage. Finally, step (c) applies trivially also in
the tensor case.
One more subtlety arises in deciding how to treat summations over field modes. It appears natural to assign scaling
dimension σ = 1 to each summation, in analogy with standard momentum integrals in ordinary field theories. In any
case, as we are going to show in a moment, it turns out that the scaling dimension of the couplings is independent of
σ. We obtain the following system of relations
[K] + [Tr2] + 2[φ] = α , (B.4)
[m] + [Tr2] + 2[φ] = α , (B.5)
[gb;n] + [Trb] + nb[φ] = α . (B.6)
Equations (B.4) and (B.5) trivially fix [m] = [K], where [K] is known (from [pi] = 1). Using [Tr2] = d σ, then we fix
the dimension of the field to
[φ] =
α− d σ − [K]
2
, (B.7)
which, for α = 0, σ = 1 and [K] = 2, coincides with the standard dimension of a scalar field in momentum space.
Last, since trace invariants are labelled by d-valent graphs [49], we deduce that [Trb] = dnb σ/2, and
[gb;n] =
α(2− nb) + nb[K]
2
, (B.8)
which is independent of σ as anticipated. Notice that even for α = 0, σ = 1 and [K] = 2, the coupling dimension is
quite different from the standard one; the origin of the difference is in the fact that here we have dnb/2 summations
over momenta, while for the usual φn interaction we would have (n− 1)d integrations.
For d = 3, and [K] = σ = 1, we have
[φ] =
α− 4
2
, (B.9)
[m] = 1 , (B.10)
[λ] = 2− α . (B.11)
The scaling dimensions found in section IV by requiring autonomous flow equations correspond to α = 2 for large N
(subsection IV B) and to α = 0 for small N (subsection IV C).
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Appendix C: Asymptotic freedom of the rank 3 U(N) model
As mentionned in previous sections, the O(N) model introduced here is very similar to the U(N) introduced in
[33]. Note that in that reference the kinetic term involves a kernel of the form (
∑3
s=1 as|ps|+m). It is simple to map
at any time as =
1
3Z in order to come back to the kinetic term of the model we study here.
The beta function of the U(N) rank-3 model has been computed using perturbation theory at one-loop and one
has [33]:
λren = λ+ λ2S (C.1)
where S is a formally divergent sum of the form S =
∑
pi∈Z 1/[(a(|p1| + |p2|) + m)]2. At large p’s, truncating this
sum at p ∼ Λ gives a log divergence log Λ.
The perturbative analysis introduced in that reference is a multi-scale analysis [61]. All flows are discrete and the
momentum shells are discrete as well. Summing S between momentum shells between the high (UV) slices i and i+1,
one arrives at the discrete equation, counterpart of (C.1) [33],
λi = λi+1 + λ
2
i+1Si , Si =
4
a2i+1
κM +O(M
−i) . (C.2)
where M > 1 and κM are constant, ai is the running of the wave function renormalisation, the rest of the terms
O(M−i) should lead to convergent (suppressed) terms which should be percluded from the flow.
In fact, we can even complete the calculation of the above reference and give the exact value of κM = 1. It turns
out that ai = a is stationary in the UV.
We decompose the sum defining Si as
Si =
∑
Mi≤|p1|+|p2|≤Mi+1
1
(a(|p1|+ |p2|) +m)2
= 4
Mi+1∑
p=Mi
1
(ap+m)2
+ 4
Mi+1−q∑
max{Mi−q,1}
1
(a(p+ q) +m)2
≡ 4S1 + 4S2 .
(C.3)
The sums S1 and S2 can be performed explicitly and written in terms of polygamma functions of order one, and we
find that for large M i they behave as
S1 = 1
a2M i
+O(M−i−1) , S2 = 1
a2
+O(M−i) , (C.4)
from which we obtain κM = 1 as promised.
We now rescale all coupling λi → λiZ2. It is easy to infer that, at dominant order,
dλ(i)
di
= βλ(i) = − 4
a2
Z2λ2i+1 . (C.5)
Now taking the same convention as in this paper, namely a = 13Z, we finally get
dλ(i)
di
= −36λ2i+1 (C.6)
which can be compared to (32) of section IV B of the form
∂tλN = −36λ2N . (C.7)
This is a simple striking relation that it is important to emphasize.
However, in order to prove that the O(N) model is asymptotically free along the lines of the analysis as performed
in that reference, one must first prove its just-renormalisability and then compute its beta functions.
We do not perform this detailed analysis, but we stress few interesting facts indicating strongly the just-
renormalisability of the O(N) model of rank 3.
The power counting theorem giving the initial divergence degree ωG of a Feynman amplitude AG, in terms of
quasi-local graphs of the theory, can be achieved following step by step Lemma 2, page 1610, in [33]. It can be simply
noticed that the proof of the lemma does not depend on the complex or real nature of the model. In fact, the sole
discrepancy that we can discern between the real and complex case is given in terms of the orientability of the graphs.
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U(N) models have oriented edges while O(N) models do not. The “jackets” which are central in the proof of Theorem
3, page 1611, might be simply non-orientable ribbon graphs. As a consequence, their genus may or may not be an
even number. But this is a mild modification in the same argument used for the U(N) model, and it is not very
central for extending the refined power counting illustrated by Theorem 3 to the non-orientable case. One point, that
one should be paying special care to, is certainly the graph combinatorics: the O(N) model might be not identical of
that of the U(N) model (for instance the number of contractions yielding the one-loop graphs might differ). Perhaps,
the similarity of the equations (C.6) and (C.7) as illustrated above, might come from the fact that at dominant order
(large N or large i) the graph contributions and their combinatorics in these two settings coincide. This also deserves
to be fully analyzed elsewhere.
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